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WE ASKED FOUR MARKETERS...

     
How can marketers
meet the challenges of Second Life 

– the unfamiliar surroundings and the 
new audience – and carve out a market 
for their brands?

KEY STATISTICS SHOW:

78% of respondents can name at least one real 
life brand encountered in Second Life

said existing favourable attitudes towards 
brands would be strengthened by co-creation 
opportunities within Second Life
From Real Life Brands in Second Life by Market Truths

49% view brands in Second Life  
more positively than negatively

80%

SECOND GUESSING 
SECOND LIFE
IT’S AN ENVIRONMENT THAT DOESN’T WORK FOR EVERYONE, BUT WINNING BRANDS FIND 
UNRIVALLED OPPORTUNITIES FOR CO-OPERATION AND ENGAGEMENT WITH CONSUMERS

Market Truths is offering 

Contact readers an 

exclusive discount of 20% 

off the price of its ‘Real Life 

Brands in Second Life’ 

research report. Normally 

US $100, Contact readers 

can purchase it for US $80. 

Email Mary Ellen Gordon at 

m.gordon@markettruths.com  

to buy the report (and for UK 

pound price), quoting Contact.

20% DISCOUNT   
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SECOND LIFE AND the rise of non-
game style virtual worlds, illustrate  
the social changes that the web  
has brought about. The marketer’s 
challenge is to get people to visit 
websites, then persuade them to stay 
and buy. Consumers, meanwhile, are 
adapting the web for their own uses, 
providing content and sharing photos. 
The common factor is direct 
communication between people. 

Against this backdrop Second Life 
has sprung up, along with other virtual 
worlds such as Kaneva and There.com. 
They enable people to enter a virtual 
space together, see one another’s 
representations (avatars) and interact 
in richer ways than web technology 
has allowed to date.

 Users (called ‘residents’ in Second 
Life) create everything they need 
around them. They gather, discuss and  
influence one another. Clearly, in this 
environment, it’s important to offer a 
community something they’ll find 
useful, so they take it, build on it and 
share it. For example, billboards don’t 
work but customisable virtual trainers 
do. It’s no longer about one product, 
mass market. It’s about individuals and 
groups gathering around ideas. This 
new type of relationship means that  
if you’re in a community and do 
something to benefit them, they’ll  
do something to benefit you. 

IT’S IMPORTANT TO remember that 
Second Life is not yet a platform for all 
types of business. For most, however, 
there are opportunities. Start by 
considering two key elements. First, 
your target market: Second Life is  
full of early adopters and innovators – 
brand sensitive, web-savvy opinion 
formers with an average age of 32.  
If this demographic is valuable, then 
move on to the second element: 
strategically, marketers should  
re-assess their companies’ services,  
the unique attributes of their brands. 
With the help of metaverse consultants, 
take these values into Second Life and 
explore how they can be extended, 
exaggerated and improved upon.

You should then consider these key 
points: put together a full marketing 
plan that focuses on the functionality, 
not the design, of your Second Life 
venue, and that strives for integration. 
Stoking the fire is also important – all 
venues need events to keep people 
coming back to your brand. For B2B 
brands, these events should include 
seminars and presentations. Consumer 
brands have greater flexibility. Lastly, 
companies should focus on cross-
promotion to ensure maximum ROI 
from Second Life activity. It won’t be 
long before companies also 
communicate their Second Life 
presence in mainstream media.

AS THE FIRST open-platform  
virtual community to have attracted 
attention from global brands, Second 
Life is a pioneer. Early entrants soon 
found, however, that brand presence 
does not equal relevance.  

Second Life is about content 
collaboration. News, gossip, 
infotainment, virtual experiences and 
retailing feeds this hungry network. By 
creating something relevant and 
interactive on this platform, your brand 
becomes noticed and amplified.

Supporting existing Second Life 
designers, artists or music venues will 
familiarise you with the environment 
while productively introducing your 
brand as a contributor. As well as 
developing interaction opportunities, 
consider creating virtual versions of 
your branded products.  

There are over 3.25m unique 
individuals using Second Life, with over 
1m logging on in the last 30 days. An 
international approach to language  
and the provision of customer support 
across different time zones can be  
very productive.  

Finally, check if your brand is already 
represented in the environment via 
enthusiasts or virtual counterfeiters. 
Rather than fighting it, think about 
supporting brand enthusiasts and 
licensing designers to produce virtual 
items you approve and endorse. 

ACCORDING TO WIKIPEDIA, Second Life 
was born in 2003, making it one of the 
older siblings of the Web 2.0 world. 
Recently there has been debate about 
its future, but dismissing it as mere 
hype would be missing the point.

Second Life may never reach ‘mass 
market’ status, but it has quickly become 
an intriguing opportunity for marketers 
to better understand how to interact with 
consumers in the digital world.   

There is a deeper message here. 
Second Life is a space where rules are 
consumer created and relationships are 
built through virtual chat, bringing new 
and unique engagement opportunities. 

Second Life users are not only 
exposed to brands and messages but can 
also choose to engage via exploration 
and trial. Adidas and Reebok offer virtual 
pairs of running shoes. Sears allows 
customers to design their  ‘dream’ 
kitchen in a virtual department store. 

Second Life enables players to pursue 
dreams they may never fulfil in real life. If 
advertisers can successfully create a role 
within the pursuit of these virtual 
dreams, they gain unique permission to 
access the consumer’s personal world. 

Critically though, in the same way  
that consumers have an alternative 
personality within this world, so must the 
advertiser. Marketers must be willing to 
take risks and invite involvement from 
the audience.

IAN HUGHES
Metaverse evangelist
IBM
www.eightbar.co.uk

KEY TAKE OUT
Offer something to an  
online community that they 
can build on and share.

KEY TAKE OUT
All venues need events
that keep people coming 
back to the brand.

KEY TAKE OUT
If your brand has a 
counterfeit presence, it  
may be worth supporting it.

KEY TAKE OUT
Be willing to take  
a risk and invite 
audience involvement.

NIC MITHAM
Founder and managing director
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www.kzero.co.uk
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Head of digital
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www.mediacontacts.com
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Advertising and brand manager
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